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A Discussion of Fuel Mixing and Ignition,

with Special Reference to Engines with

In connection

dentally shown how

methodically made,

Precombustion Chambers.

with Hesselnanl s experiments, it was

quantitative o’oservations of the air

inci-

currentq

may not only contribute to ultimate success,

but may also form the indispensable basis for it. The Dcutz

horizontal solid-injection encine is a further proof of this

centention.

It is one of the few solid-inj ection Diesel engines which

antedate the war (Fig. 26). It works with a relatively low

compression (25-30 atm.). When the fuel is @s oil, spontane-

ous ignition occurs at 25 atmospheres,. Gas oil is therefore

generally used as the priming oil, when a difficultly ignitible’

fuel , such-

operation.

of the oil

as alcohol or coal-tar,oil, is used for continuous .

The erqine is but slightly sensitive to the nature
. .

used.——
* From ltJah.rbuchder Eiennkraftt echnischen Gesellschaft,’lVolune

v (1924),.pp. 20-3.06.
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The engine has a divided compression chamber of the kind

much used in small gas engines (Fig. 27). The ’larger compart-

ment is formed by the cylinder proper, in which the piston

works; the smaller, by the valve chamber into which open the

fuel-injection valve, the air-intake valve and the exhaust

valve. A cylindrical neck connects the valvg chamber with the

slightly conical end of the working cylinder. The working pis-
.

ton has a conical head (called “displacement headftor simply

“dis~lacerl’), which, toward the end of the compression stroke,,

forms a constriction between the two chambers (Fig. 26) and, in

common with the neck and the annular chamber, helps to form an

annular opening and an adjacent, gradually expanding annular

nozzle which, in turn, opens into the full circular cross sec-

‘tion formed by the annular chamber.

By this diffuser, which has a variable cross sectign, there

is generated, during the whole injection process, an enveloping

mantle, which is in a state of lively agitation from, its origin

at the mouth of the annular nozzle, due to the frequent changes

in direction and in cross section. This agitation is intensi-

fied when the individual air filaments,, on issuing from the an-

nular nozzle on their way toward the cylinder axis, mutually

push one another from their direction of motion and assume the

form of a hollow cone, which is reversed~ as regards the cone

formed by the annular nozzle, and opens toward the valve chamber

and is gradually dispersed in eddies.

—
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Th6 complet encss of the combustion, as proved by experi-

ment, depends largely on the height of the !!displacerlland the

dimensions of the annular opening between the d.isplac.erand

the cylindrical neck.

In every cylinder with its compression chamber divided ac-

cording to Fig. 27, the piston works against two different com-

pression ratios, a - s : a for the annular space R and

b- s : b for the cylindrical center K. I am following K.

Schmidtts explanation (’lZeitschriftdes Vereines deutscher Inge-

nieure,ll 1922, p. 1125 ff). The pressure differences, which

are consequently generated between the spaces R and K and

which Co-nstailtly strive to eliminate themselves, keep up a con–
●

tinuous flow from the space R toward the space K.

“The curve ea in Fig. 27 represents, according to E.

Schmidt, the kinetic energy, generated per unit of mass by the

quantity of air passing from R to K per division of time or

crank angle, as tunepiston approaches the dead center toward

the end of the compression stroke, on th}eassumption that com-

plete pressure, equalization takes place between the spaces R

and K. The course of the curve el depends on the,compression

ratios determined by the dimensions of the engine and oil the

line of the mean compression pressure. With the ratios.obtain- t

ing in practice, it reaches its maximum value at about 23° be-

fore the inner dead center, then falls rapidly in a concave

curve, passes through zero at the deqd center and then acquires

— —
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negative values.

Th&-cu”rve”’”ez

placer.’1 It falls

4

‘-ap@liesto a lCO HP. engine with a l~dis-

less steeply between 20°and 2° before the

dead center, so that the amount of energy required for improv-

ing the mixture and the combustion is”available very near the

dead center. Moreover, the energy available for the formation

of eddies at the crank positions”, corresponding to the begin–
.

ning of the ignition, is about twice as great as in an engine

without the displacer piston head. ‘“”

After ignition, the mixing is assisted by the combustion

of the fuel particles. Just after the dead center, as a conse-

quence of the pressure difference between the spaces R and K,

a retrograde motion sets in from K to R, which is likewise

accompanied by strong eddies. Thus the air necessary for com-

plete pcznbustion is brought into contact with the still incom-

pletely

In

it must

burned portions of the fuel charge.

judging the “displacer!! from the diagram in Fig. 27,

be borne in,mind that the special fo~ of the air man-

tle determines the result. We can hardly expect any apprecia-

ble refinanent of the atomization, since the region where the

fue< and the air cone meet, ,is too far from the fuel and air

va,lves’,so that the velocities of.the fuel and air pa~icles

are small at their crossing .p,oin,t,:.r~T:heuel cone is received
-1<4...;

Jq+
by the air nlaii’~,~$’’ak+by”a shell and’, fsi ce the latter is in

especially lively agt+t~iionon its $nner surface, the fuel

~il::il.~~ ‘,:,;(;,;!
~-.,~.,,,:::!,.,
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clouds are dispersed, but are simultaneously confined in air and
I
1, thus protected from immediate contact with the metal walls.

I

Tj’.

~jf The high air velocity in the cylindrical throttle opening pro-

1

!~

f
duces a strong heat absorption,

\

which is equivalent to an in- ~

I

I
1,1 ternal cooling of the valve chamber and a recovery ofthe fuel “
~
~{

1;
heat , which latter facilitates ignition.

~ The central fuel injection merits special emphasis. In
)i“)j!~’ the first development stage” of the engine, the fuel was intro-

1‘
/+, duced laterally into the neck, so that it was dispersed by the
‘,I

1,
,, ?

)!
air stream after the manner of the well.-known “peeling” method

[i, of atomization. The transition to the central fuel injection
1’
I, resulted in a considerable saving of fuel.
1,

It is frequently assumed that the Deutz displacement eil-

gine is possible only in the horizontal type, but the Deutz

Engine Tlorksjwith its vertical VM engine, has made a solid-

injection Diesel engine, whose combustion chamber has not the(1

least similarity to their displacement engine.

That the displacement engine can be directly combined with

the vertical type is demonstrated by the engine of Ruston.and

Hornsby, Fig. 28a (cf. ‘lEngineer,llof Feb. 15, 1924; p. 180),

whose valve cham~er, aside from the neck, has practically t’he
I

\ same shape as that of the Deutz displacement engine. The stems

of both inlet and exhaust valves are placed horizontally. The

valves are combinations of disk valves with guide,platcs, which

serve to relieve the valve spindles (mushroom valves). There
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is no “disolacert’ on the piston, but there is, between the valve.

chember.andthe working cylinder, a neck with a noticeable con-

striction. In so far as this neck renders difficult the pi@,p-
,.

sure equalization between the spaces before and behind it toward

the end of the comprcs”sion stroke, the air flow from the work-

ing cylinder toward the valve chamber will contribute to the

agitation of the contents of the latter, up to the vicinity of

the dead center, and, in the emptying of the valve chamber to-

ward the working cylinder, the constriction helps to increase

the homogeneity of the ignited fuel mixture.

The injection valve (Fig. 28b) corresponds exactly to the
)

valve of Grieve-Li.vens shown in Fig. 9 (Part I). Since the

valve chznber has a, recta-ngularcross section with rounded cor-

ners, a flat fan-shaped fuel jet is proctuced, whose plane is

perpendicular to the common axis of the inlet and exhaust valves.

On the outer end of the valve stem, provided with labyrinth

grooves, there is a second valve, whose seat forms a lift lim-

it for the valve and allows the fuel.escaping along the stem

to enter a fuel pipe until it reaches its seat. This method

of construction is intended to facilitate the working of the

vklve.

The method of improving the formation of the mixture and ..

the combustion with the aid of a ‘tdisplacerllpiston has under-

gone many modifications. The engines of Ta,rtrais-Pwgeot, F.

Ernst Bielefeld (Hamburg) and the Schneider Locomotive Works
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(Winterthur) will serve as examples.

The ’Tartrais-Peugeot “engine (Fig. 29), probably the first

high-speed heavy-oil engine in Europe for motor cars, repre-

sents a transition phase between the hot-bulb engine and the

solid-injection Diesel engine with spontaneous ignition. The

hot bulb has the form of an annular chamber. It is closed at

the top with a cover in the center of which the injection valve,

surrounded by a water jacket, is located. The hot bulb is sup-

ported underneath by the cylinder head and secured by a thread-

ed connecting tube, which is entered by t’hepiston-head dis-

placer near the end of the compression stroke. This leaves an

annular opening for the passage of the compressed air from

tho main combustion chamber to the preliminary-combustion

chamber. In the displacer itself there are small oblique chan-

nels which supply a weaker central air flow in conjunction

with the annular air flow. The upper edge of the connecting

tube is located slightly below the mouth of the fuel valve

(Fig. 10a, Part I) and the top of the displacer, at the dead

center, is only a little lower> as shomn by the hatched out-

line of the displacer in Fig. 29. Hence the annular air

stream strikes the fuel spray perpendicularly with great veloc-

ity; blows it to pieces and carries the fuel along with it into

the hot bulb. Accordingto Tartrais, the volatile constitu-

ents of the fuel evaporate immediately, r:hile the heavier,

still liquid, portions are hurled, by their centrifugal force,

.
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agaznst the glowing wa,llsof the hot bulb. Here “they are also

‘ti&po~ized”ar;dt’heresulting vapors are carried along as i-ndi–

cated by the arrows. The fuel mixture is ignited by the con-

bincd action of the compression heat and the high temperature

of the walls of the hot bulb. The central air stream is i-n-

tcndcd to hit the fiel valve at a lower velocity, so that the

fuel will not be throvrna~.ginst the relatively cool portions
..

of the hot bulb in tuneimnedia-tevicinity of the fuel opening.

The constriction in tile displacer is worthy of notice, since it

pro3uces (oil the inner surface of the compressed annular air

stream in contact with the fuel jet) a strong eddying motion

which facilitates the ~:ixin: of the fuel and air and the conl-

bustion cf the resulting product.

The following data on the type P.H.L.2 of-the Tartrais-

PeuSeot en:<ineare taken from a paper by I. L. Chaloner (In-

sti-htion of Automobile Engineers, London, February, 1923,

.llHigh speed Oil En~m3& )+..

It is a two-cylinder, two-stroke-cycle engine of 35-50

B.HP. of 120 L:M (4.?’2in.) cylinder bore and 150 nlm (5.91 iii.)

piston stroke. Its revolution speed is 1400 R.P.M. and its

~]eight per HP. is 5 kg (11 lb.). It has a special scavenging

pump . Its good combustion is ’demonstrated by its l.ow.fuel

(284-.5lb./sq.in.) and~;ltfilemaxind.ztii’:~\drnbustionpressure fluctu-
Vitimc’”.’ ,?” ‘Jiojc2\

~;~-,,,:, (,,:: ,.

. .

,-11-1--,, 1,..-,--,..,, I I ,, . I II , , ,. ,, !. . . . .. .. . . . ! , , , .,.,- .,,,. ,,,, . . ..—-.
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ates bctwccn 28 and 32 kg/cnZ (398.3 to 455.1 lb.,/sq. in..).. The
,, ,,.

scavenging pressure is O.3“5”-kg/ci::.2““‘,(4.98 lb. /sq. in. ) and the. “

injecticn pressure is r.bol~t45 kg/cnF (640 lb./sq.in.).

Table I gives the principal data of a twelve-d.ay trial

trip, for the purpose of testing the engine in omnibus traffic,

regarding the utilizability of various easily obtainable fuels.,

Table I.

~ngj-~~ : Type P.H.L.2 (2-cylinder,120/150 ri) ~
Vehicle: Standard S.T.C.R*P. omnibus.
.Tot~.lweight: C123 kfl (1-7913lb. ) (9 d. fully, 3 d.

partly loaded).
Total distance: 1609 km (1000 miles).

ISpecific Xean speed Kilometers Fuel-cost
Fuel I ~ravity in km/hr. per liter ratio

Kerosene ‘ 0.805 19.0 2.9 1.00

Gas oil I 0.835 17.7 3.1 O*35

Light fuel oil 0“885 17.1 3.4 0.23

On Oct. 2-3, 1922, a tourin~ car was tried out on the route

“ Paris-Bordeaux-Paris, with the results given in

Table 11.

Engine: Type P.H.L02, (2-cylinder 120/150 mm).
Veilicle: Standard 6-seat touring car (5 passengers).
Total weight:

[
2490 kg 5490 lb. ).

Total distance: 1090 km 677 miles )..

Specific ~ Speed i.nkm/hr. ~ Kilometers

Fuel grav>ty ~-----J
~Mean

per liter
Maximum

I
Gas oil 0.836 ~48.3 80.0 6.28

I
I I
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In order to compare this engine with a carburetor engine

of the ordinary automob ile type, two omnibuses of the same

t~ype,one equipped with a 4–cylinder carburetor engine (105/

150 rim)and the other with a 35 ‘HPZ-cylinder P.H. L.2 oil en-

gine (120/150 mm) , were driven two whole days,

similar conditions, with the results given in

under perfectly

Eilgi-ne Fuel \ Km per liter IFuel-cost ratio

Carburetor”
(4 x 105 x 150) Gasoline - 2.3 1900

,
P.H.L.2 Gas oil 3.0 0.16

(2 X 120 X 150) ~ Li~ht fuel oil , 3.4 0.11

Table III shows a decided advantage for the P.H,L.2 eil–

gine over the ordi-narycarburetor engine, the fuel cost for the

former, With light fuel oil, ‘~eing only about 11~0 of vJh2vt it

was for the latter, ‘i~ith ,@soline.

In the Bielefeld engine shown in Fig. 31, the precombus-

tion chambey is pear-shaped and the fuel nozzle proj ects into

it. Thus there is generated in this chamber ailannular eddy

which, on its inner side, strikes the fuel jet from above and

carries the fuel vapor toward the “displacer. l’ Bielef eld

speaks of ‘faireddies in conjunction with fine atomization

producing quick combustion11and shows diagrar.mnatically how

mixing can be advantageously accomplished.

for

the

The same principles are also applied in the engine shown
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in Fig, 30, which is likewise

scavenging “air is supposed to

No. 358

a two-stroke-cycle engine.

undergo a reversion of its

11

The

direc-

tion of inotion in the vicinity of the fuel valve, so that, near

the end of the compression stroke, when the projection on the

piston head approaches the projection

annular eddy is formed which cuts the

on the cylinder head, an

plane of the fuel-valve

opening (Fig. 30, below).

The two-stroke-cycle engine of the Schneider Locomotive

Works at Winterthur (Fig. ,32) also belongs to the type with

divided combustion chamber and. “displacer. 11 The fuel is in–
‘.,.

jetted axially downward into the elongated, laterally-bulging

precombustion chamber. The scavenging air likewise enters this

chamber at the top through an annular valve. By meam of s~i-

ral projections in the lower part of this chamber, the scaveng-

ing air is Distributed over the larger cross section of the

workiix< cylinder and moves, in the direction of the cylinder

axis, to the exhaust ports. Thereby the outer layers of air

Tetain their circular motion. During the upward stroke of the

piston, these layers (forced out of the working cylinder by

the piston and retaining their rotary motion) again flow by

the spiral surfaces and are deflected in the opposite clircc-

tion, thereby being violently agitated and sometimes leaving

an inner cylindrical column unaffected by the spiral projec-

tions and having essentially a simple axial flow. These vio-

lent eddies are still further strengthened when the lfdisplacerll
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projection on the piston head enters the precombustion chamber.

The displacer is-relatively .s,bortaryiis rounded to fit the

walls of the precombustion chmber.

The first German firm to put on the market a high-speed

solid-injec-tion Diesel engine is probably the lfHawall(’lHannover-

ische Waggonfa.briktl). The cylinder cross section of the latest

polycylinder ltHawal’two-stroke-cycle crude-oil engine differs,

however, frorlthe form shovrn in Fig. 33, in tint there ha-s

been adde~La special scavenging pump to take the place of the

a-nnular projection on tileworking piston which previously

servod- to p;enerate the scavengip.gair current. In other re–

spects, the esficntial.details of the original engine have bee-n

retai.rlcd,the shape of the combustion chamber, the location of

the exhaust valve at the upper end of the cylinder and the la-t-”

eral ‘position of the injection rlozzlebein~ especially notice-

able.

The scavenging air enters the lower end of the cylinder

throl~:;htr.npential slots. It is thus given a rotary motion,

which is not only retained to the e-ridof the compression stroke

but is strengthened as a result of the displacer effect of the

outer edb= of the piston head ccndthe decrease in the moment of

inertia.of the rotati~.gmass of air. The fuel is injected into

the lens-shaped rotating air disk in tlieform of a fan with the

aid of a lip nozzle (last nozzle in Fig. 11, Part I), or (rc-

ccntly) in the form of a cone (Fig. 8b, Part I). The singlc-

IL .—-..—,.-,,..,.,.. .....,
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cylinder l’Hawall crude-oil engine”furnishes 15 E?p. at 600 FLP.X.

The cylinder bore is 140 mm (5.51 in.). The piston stroke is

200 mm (7.S7’ in.). The fuel consumption is 200-220 g (7.05-

7.76 OZ.). The combustion air is compressed to 28–30 atm.

(398-427 lb./sq. in.). No definite details ha,veyet been pub-

lished concernin~ the polycylimler engines, which are said to

have b,~~ilmade ii~powers of 40-80 HP. with special scavenging

pump s ●

Articles have recently appeared in the newspapers on the

Acro er.~;ineof the Acro Engine Company in Kfissnacht (Switzer–
‘# .9.

land) and the Dorner ei~gineof the Dorn~r Engine Company iil

Ha-nnovcr>which have attracted considerable attention. Re2ard.–

i-n~the Acro engine, we have at hand communications from Prof.

A. Loschse (I;iunich)anC.Prof. Kurt Wicsingcr (Zurich) froii

which the follow ins data are ta,ken.

IJGis a single-cylinder vertical four-stroke-cycle en~i~-ie,

furnishing 6 HP.eat 1000 R.P,II.and 9 m.e at 150()R.p.11. It 7?pq

$~$has a cylinder bore d of 100 “mm’(3.94 in.), a piston stroke .

s of 140 mm (5.51 in.), a stroke volume Vh of 1.1 liters

(1100 on’ = 67.1 cu.in.) and a ratio ,s/d = 1.4. The leilgth

Z of the connecting rod-is 260 mm (IQJ24)in.), which gives a

connecting-rod zatio r/1 = 1/3.72. According to the statement

of the firm, t~~ecornp~~ssigq.-.,ra+g+g,:,$:-,,i,.s12, thus making the,,, ,,.

f

1y.\‘,,....
:?-‘! :,\. :;Q->’-;

volume of ‘the comp~essio”n: &ptL’ce’-@’&f’i.t er ; 10CJ cms = (5.1 CU.i-n.).
:(:!h:~~:!.!rl-l!-(j~r~

With this compression rqJ*,~o~j,,::,ti~~;::J@@-&}compression pressuie
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would b e about 20 atm. (284 lb./sq.in.) at full load. The en-

ginehas two spring intakevalves and two spring exhaust valves,

which are actuated by an overhead camshaft.

The oil pressure in the pressure pipes is 80-100 atiil.

(1138-1422 lb./sq. in.) according to the statement of the firm.

The regulation of the oil flow, to correspond to the load, is

effected on the suction side by a device which was operated by

hand during the e~eriments. There is also a device which ren-

ders it possible to change the injection point to correspond

to the revolution speed and, lastly, a device for varying the

tension of the spring in the nozzle.

The fuel was a dark mineral gas oil, .with a petroleum odor,

which had a.specific gcavity of 0.85 at’18°C (64.4°F). Its mean

heating value’was fouiidby a Junkers calorimeter to be a“oout

10,030 kcal/kg.

This gas oil has small quantities of volatile constituents,

but consists principally of substances which distill only at

high temperatures: 17$ at 250°C (482°F); 55? at 300°C (572°F);

78% at 350°C (662°F) . A considerable quantity of yellowish

paraffin was deposited in the solid state

the distilling apparatus. The residue in

was dark and viscous and had a fatty-o,ily

in the condenser of

the distilling f3.ask

odor.

In

against

ofn=

fig. 34 the fuel consumption per lHP./hr. is plotted

the effective horsepower at the fou~ revolution speeds

1000, 1250, 1580 and 1500 R.P.M. The revolution speed

.. .—.—



of the ecgine has comparatively little effect on the specific

fuel consumption. For all revol~tion spee”d.sfrom 1000 to 15G0
,, +41++

R.P.M. it lies below 200 g (7.05 oz.) from 5.5 to 10 FIBeand.
/44Qg*

attains a minimum vtalueof about 185 g (6.53 oz.) per HRe at

1330 FLP.2J.-. and 7-8 ~.e . From this we calculate an efficiency

not been

The

632 x 100 34.1$,
10030 x 0.185 =

a result which “tis probably.

surpas ~ed by any small high-speed engine.

exhaust was invisible up to ebove ‘normal-1oad a-adcon-

tained no soot nor oil particles. It first became sli~htl-y

colored under excessive loading. The exhaust temperatures

were relatively low and reached valuss b ctween 600 and 700°C

(1112-1292°F) only at high loads and ?evolution speeds. The’

fuel-consumption fi.guresat idling spccd were alway% low.
,g~2

Prof. Wicsi~ger found,a fuel coilsumption of 173<5 g (6.12 oz.)

foz a minimum revolution speed of 500 R.P.M. , with a lubricat–

ing–oil co-nsumptio-nof 8.7 .g(O.31.oz.) per hour. Prof. Loschge

found & fuel consumption of 240-500 g (8.47–17.64 oz.) at a

minimum it!liilgspeed of about 7001 R.P.M.

In order to test the star’~ingability of the engine, cold

water of llCC (51.8°F) was run through the engine for about 10

minutes before crankin~ up. Even in this case, the engine was

started. The pump was started by a few turns of the crank, so

that it delivered the fuel to the injeetion nozzle in the right

manner as socn as the cmg’inewas started, which never req-uired

more “tlmnone or two turns of the crank. It ran steadily, from
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16
/

.,/
f~ the start, et its minimum idling cpeed.
;
)

Re&arding th,eDorner solid-injection 2-cylinder heavy-oil
i/.,
~ engi-ne,Prof. Nwvmann of Hannover made the following statements.,
.?
I

This four-stroke-cycle engine has two air–cooled cylinders of,\~~ xq& k ,
:}, 70,0nim (2$’.56in.) bore and 100 mm (3.94 in.) piston stroke, ‘
j’ L.. .
$, %a anged in the form of a V. The normal revolut ion speed is
;!.:

1400 R.P .11. The cylinders work with spon-baneous ignition and

solid injection produced by a fuel pump for each cylind-er.

The specific ~ravity of the ~ms oil was 0.864.

Two experiments were tried (the first with normal load and

the second with excess load) with the following results:

Experiments I II

R.P.M.

Brake WCight

Fuel volume per hr..

Effective HP.

Fu e].consump’~ion
per hr+@+@.

Fuel contiumption
per H2e/hr.

Mean eff. piston
p,ressul’c

3.8 kg(8.378 lb.) 5,kg(ll.023 lb.)

1436 cm3(87.6 cu.in.) I2084 cm’(127.17
cu.in.)

4.5 6

1.24 kg(2.73 lb.) 1.8 kg(3097 lb.)

0.275 kg(O.606 lb.) , 0.3 kg(O:661 lb.)

3.75 atm. (53 lb./ 5 atm. (711b. /
sq.in.) sq.in.)

I 0.23 i 0.21

/

;,i, ,,; :”’,., :,,7,/ (.O

—.
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The combust ion was perfect. After the.conclusion of the

experiments, the inside of a cylinder was inspected and fcurd

c1ean, both as regards the sides and the top of the combustion

chamb ex. It follows from the mean effective piston pressu~e

that the cylinder volume was well utilized, it being 3.75 atm.

(53.3 lb./sq. in.) for 4.5 HBe. The engine could b e temporarily

overload.edup to 6 HP.e,whereby the mean effective piston pres-

sure rose to 5

33 l/3~ in the

9’$.

atm. (71 lb./sq.in.) . For an increase of

effective HP. , the fuel consumption rose oilly

Due to the peculiar structure of the nozzles, they were

not harmed by small particles of dirt in the fuel, since they

are self-cleani-ng to a certain degrcco

In orde~ to render the atomization visible, the fuel pump

and nozzle were unmounted and t’nc:gtasoil was sprayed into the

open air. It gave an extremely fine conical spray, which

could be easily iegnitedwith a match.

The Dorner Engine Company of Hannover added the following

comparison of

three persons

useful load),

atin~ cost of

gine.

the operating cost of an automobile Zor two or

(or a delivery wagon for 250 kg (551.2 lb.) of

when driven by a heavy-oil engine, With the o_per-

the sane vehicle when driven by a gasoline en-

—
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1. Operating cost for thg gasoline vehicle.

-.
~~~ Gasoline 1.52.marks

Lubricating oil 0.16 II

“,
Tires 1.43 11

Total 3.1.1 ‘1 for
3.1

100 h, or abo’dt
pfenni~s per km.

2. Operating cost for the heavy-oil vehicle.

Gtisoil 0.33 marks

Lubricating oil 0.16 !!

Tirec 1.15 “

Tota,l 1.64 1’ for 100 km, or about
1 2/3 pfennigs per km.

The heavy-oil vehicle therefore shows a saving of nearly 50~.

However strongly the interest of the public has been

aroused by the above information, it will naturally not be cn–

tirely satisfied. It isobvious, however, that, as regards

the revolution speed and the fuel consumption, a turning point

has.been reached in the”development of hig~speed semi-Diesel

engines.

Although the sources from which to draw information and

inspiration in the field of high-speed half-Diesel engines,

now flow very scantily and therefore every attempt to present

‘. their principles can only he re~ardedas an imperfect sketch,

this does not preclude the possibility of finding, even now,

the characteristic lines to which every future presentation

of the subject must refer. To me the following seems especially
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impo~ta~-tancltherewith I will resume my previous line of

thought.

Many processes in carburetor cn}qinescould be satisfactorily

explhined only after we had.become accustomed to think of the

currents and eddies a~ising in tb.e combustion chambers. These

contribute greatly to the ir~proveme-ntof the heterogeneous mix-

ture before combustion and more th&n offset the harmful cooling

effect of the metal walls on the burning gases by transmitting

heat to the still unkindled mixture. The mixture can be ren–

dered turbulent either during the suction stroke, by the high

intake velocity and the deflecting action of the intake valve

or, during the comprcssioil stroke, by the changes in the shape

of the compression chamber and by the shifting of the center

of gravity of the cylinder charge. ~he sccor.d?fiethodis espec-

ially efficacious when it takes effect i~med.iatclybefore the

passage of the spark> Often this situation has automatically

arisen when (in spite of the advocacy in technical literature

of the so-called spherical combustion chambers) divided combus-

tion chambers were employed, with the valves located in side

chambcm.. Often, howevcrs the advantages connected with turbu-

lence are intentionally increased to the utmost, as in the

“turbulence engines’! in which there are constrictions between

the working cylinder a,n~~t~~v~~ve,c%afi%-e~-~
Y

.~i. ,
,-:x.::“ ‘,.. c.,..... .3

The six combu’sticn chc.mb%rs’in Fig.1:>35are fron the text



1

(

g~ne, II-pp.26-27, New York, 1923) . In four of the coiibustion

C ilWflbbII’S, “ar~ows”indicate”the nature of the currents and ed-

dies produced by the marginal and cleflectii~ga,ction of the iil-

take valves. There are, ~~oreover, two types of cylinders rcp-

res.eilted,ii~which (‘nearthe i-nflowingcurrents and locat M.

above thcm) the cur_rents a-rideddies generated during the com-

pression ~troke arc especially prominent, because the shape of

the comr osston clmnber c“nanfiessuc:dcnly,. as ‘~hepiston ap-
.

proa,chee the top dead centcr, and the mixture, driven out of

the cylinder by the piston, must pass tilrough na rrow c-~fi~il~ 1.s

into the v,alve chcamberor ch~ilbers.

Just as, iilcarburetor en~ines, both divided aildundivided

combust io-nchzmbers ‘haveb ecn.successfully used, so a~soj i-fl

solid-inj cction semi-Diesel engines (either low or high speed),

no standard combustion chamber has yet bceil evolved, not even

iil the two main groups, which are customarily distinguished,

n%i’lely j the precombustion ca,gines and solid- injection engines

with und-ivided combustion c’hcmbers.

Fj-~,36 shows a,few examples of prcccmbust ion engines in

w’nichthe volume of the preco~ibustion chamber is but a small

fraction of the whole combustion space. These are the engines

of the Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation, U.SOA. , of

the l’l~(cstern’fSuter (type T3.V. ), U.S.A. , Z. T. Adams and Sons,

Los Ailgeles, California, L.S.A. , Mannheim Engine Works (formcrly

Benz and Company ), stationary engines, Heinrich K!!mpcr Engine

—
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works, Wrienfelde, ant.the 3 eutz

..

35e 21

En:; ine Compan_y. In the first

three makes the pzecom?mstion chamber is strongly cooled. Tfie

“Westeril” Suter Company la,ys especial emphasis on the need of ‘

keepiilg the walls of the injection nozzle and precombustion

chamber at a uniform temperature by cooling with water, in or–

der that no change take place in the fuel and that no combus-

t’i. oil residues be deposited oilthe walls. The enzines of Benz

and Company (Mannhe im E-n~ineVorks) and of the K&np er Zn~;;ii~e

Works have ,anignition 7.i-ningin the precombust ion chamber,

which has only small contact surfaces in common with the cooled

portion~ of this c-hamberand which consequently procluces, in

the portions touched by the fuel, the high temperatures rc-

qui.~edL fo]~ i~~lit ion. Iilthe Deutz engine, which in future

will replace the Srons engi-ne,the precom’custion chamber is

moderately cooled (cf. ?rof. N!,gel,“Jiescl.maschinen,“ pub

lishcd by the “Vereines dcut schcr Ingenieure,”Berlin, 19,23,p.

23). The Deutz en~ine has, moreover, a second injection noz-

zle for introducing fuel “directly into the disk-shaped main

cOiiilbustion “ch~~~lbCr.

When the precombustion chambers are kept at moderate tcm–

pcratures, the shape of the diffuser and of the immediately

adj oining port ion of the precombust ion’chamber requires spc–

cial attention. Here diff.ercnces which, regarded externally,

may scem unimportant, can produce much altered flow relations

and therefore decisively affect the mixing ‘cefore the be3in-
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ning of the combustion. The relatively low injection pressure

is @f’tCilrepresented as Q.-flcspecial.&dVailtagC Of prec~r.Ust ion

%
q~j,

engines. Pressures in the vicinity of 50 atm. (71.1Tlb./sq. in.) ‘

arc sometimes mentioned. Thereby it should not be forgotten

that fUCl

ter–-flow,

expa-nsion

and air often meet inside t’hediffuser, in pure couil-

unclcr conditions where, as the result of the over-

of the air strean, air velocities arc generated
.

which exceed the velocity in the ‘narrowest passage, nanely, the

neck of the diffuser. Fuel nozzle and diffuser together con-

stitutc an inseparable vjhole in judging their coi~bincd action.

A1’vhou,qhbut few of the details of the fuel nozzles of

successful preconbustion engines have j’ctbeen published, it

~flayat ~.cast‘oe scid that the present tendency is to avoid
\

the prccomhust ion ch.mbcr. Hence tkc preference is ,qivcnto

nozzles with annular 0pcniil,&3a-nilmall lateral angles. The

fear of “selective’1 combustion, i.e., of premature combust$qn

of the volatile ancleiasilyignitible constitucnts of the fuel

nay have contributed to this preference, as l-ikewise the desire

to retard the 1’coil-cctive’fcombustion (the combustion of the

fuel as a whole} and, in conjunct ion with t-hepressure incre~se

at the “oeginning of the combustion, to obtain as long a c.oil-

stant-pressure line a,spossible.

The en~ine.of the Worthington Pump Machinery Corpor~t ion
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scavenging ports, the intake ports being direct ed ste“eplyup-
.,. =.,, ,“. .. .. ,.,.
ward. Tne degree of contact bet~een the air and the injccted

fuel and, COilSequently, the degree of the corifoustionin the

precombue;tion chamber arc deteriined by the kind of fuel and

by the direction and the surface area of the injected drops.,

The fuel cloud approaches the opening, which connects the pre-

combust ion chamber with the nain combust ion chamber, 1eaving

a certain reserve supply of air in the outer part” of the prc-

combustion chamber. This re~crve air is driven, along with

the fuc1 cl.o’.ld, out of the prccombu~t ion chanber into the nain

conbust ion chamber and nixes uith the fuel, so that the coN-
.

bustion l~.sts.longer, tlw.riif all the air were thoroughly nixed

with t’ncfuel at the outset . The diffuser neck consists of an

easily replaceable piece of sheet metal, which has a conical

shape on tkicpreconbustion end aild either a cylindrical or

conical

that it

In

shape on the cylinder end. The X.ges are sharp, so

~layhe re~ardcd as an opening in a thin wall.

all the other e@.nes represented in Fig. 36, a series

of holes is employed for connecting the two

hers, as is customary in ignition-cartridge

kaps elmascl-linen!!). Where is the line to be

combustion cham-

engines (‘tZund-

drawn between ig-

nit ion–cartridge and”prccor,bustion-chambe~ engines 7 Even in

ignition-cartridge engines there has recently been an. increas-

ing ter.dencynot to store up fuel in the cartridge during the

intake stroke, but to inject it during the compression stroke.
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The direction and num”~er of injectiGn holes are adzptGd

to the shzzpe..of tb.e ;flaincombustion chamber. The a,bovc-quoted

observations (of Iiackeclnnie,Dcutz, HcsSCliAlanand others) ,~~ive

iupGrtr.ntindications coneerning the introduction Clfround

liquid jets into the cor,lbustion cl>-ulbors,

nary nixing produces a norc elastic fluid

hTodetailed expc~*ir:ent,alrcsultc are

altho-dgh a prelirli-

thm the 1iquid fuel.

at hand on the flow

proccsscs in the nrcconbu.stion c’habers of -precor:lbus.tionen-

gines. Perhaps the researches of the Seii.mlerConsortium on Eas

turbines (cf. also Gentsch, “Unte~suchun~cn der Gas- und

Oelglcicl~drl~ckti~rhinell), -ca-~throw a little lisht on the sub-

j cct, 2s 2.1s0, conversely, t?~cdcvelopmer.t of ga.~tur?~inesnay

be pro:.lotcdby our increased kriowledae of the notion of ‘ourn-

irlgQJascsfron the obscrvat ior.of precor-lbusticm cilglnes.

Furtllernorc, I c~.11your attention to the cross-sectional-

de’~clopnent of the precon-buttion chamber

its axis, to its volumetric rclaticms in

m in conbustion chamber, to the location

in the direction of

con-parison with the

of the injection open-

ing inside the chr.nberand to similar, pureUw7

decisive character i~-ticsfor the processes in

cross section accordinq to FiR. 36.

Zeocletrical but

the cylinder

In conc~us io~, ,1 yfj.~1 refer ‘to 2 ~~~lallcollection of COLl-

bus tion ck.nbcrs which, in contrast with the precombustion e-n-

gines, b~Lvca relatively closccifern, includ i-n~the combustion

char.lbcrs c,fthe Augsburg-Nurei.~berg Engine Works, of KruPP and

.



of Professor Junkers, which are still regarded as standard in

Germany. However much the outlines of these combustion chambers

in Fig. 37 r-laydiffer from those in Fig. 36, there is still a

common bond. Heraclitus says: 11Everything flows.‘1 This applies

to all fields of lm.manendeavor, to small and grb~t events. It

also applies to that branch of mechanical engineering which

forms the sulljectof my lecture. Sperry ~s engine (Fig. 37) ,

nith its high-pressure conbu.stion chanber cnil.the side chmber

in which is located the valve leading to the r-lean-prcssu.re

cylinder, reminds us of the carburetor engine with the side

chamber as shovm in Fig. 35. Also in +he remaining en,gincs,

strong air currents are generated at the end of the compression

stroke, since we here have to do with graded compression chaml-

bers whose separate compression stages ha,vedistinguishable

compress io-nratios.

Romeyn!s engine has a special stationary “displacer” on

the cylinder head, which generates a sPiral eddy in the annular

~ombustion chamber, the fuel entering the latter at one or more

‘Ypoints.

Ev@D. i:oJun~~ersI combustion cha.mber, whose diagrammat ic

~epresentation i-nFig. 37 at first gives a purely static im-

pression, there is much agitation, since violent eddies are

produced in the fuel jet itself by the special nozzle and the

jet enters an atmosphere which has not regained its equilibrium

after the conclusion of the scavenging process.
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I have now reached the end of my remarks. I have more

than once realized that the da,taat my disposal are very scanty.

They aye discoveries upon which I stumbled as I turned my
“horne

glance and steps afar, but the fact that they come fTom both ~~

and abroad imparts to them perhaps some little value: ,

In spite of all striving for individual freedom, in spite

of zeal for one!s own original creations, the.inventor must

not lose sight of the accomplishments of others, lest he fall

behind in the contest with individua.lsand nations. My <LeSire

is that tlvisdiscussion may help to give my colleagues a broad-

er view of the whole field.

Translation by Dwight-1!1.Niner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics .
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